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INTRODUCTION
The CO2 Mini is a true CO2 sensor, combined with temperature and relative 
humidity sensors designed for use with the BBC micro:bit.

The board will work with micro:bit version 1 and 2 boards, although some of the 
projects included in these instructions will only work with micro:bit version 2 boards.

As well as communicating its readings with a micro:bit, the CO2 Mini also has an  
LED that changes color between green, orange and red, giving a rough indication of
air quality.

This booklet includes five experiments complete with code in MakeCode blocks and
Python. 
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PARTS 
Please note that a BBC micro:bit is NOT included in this kit.

Before you do anything else, check that your kit includes the following items:

CO2 Mini for micro:bit

Set of alligator clip leads (5 leads)
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CO2 AND HEALTH
The level of CO2 in the air we breathe has a direct influence on our well-being. CO2 

levels are of particular interest from a public health point of view as, to put it simply, 
they are a measure of how much we are breathing other people's air. We humans 
breathe out CO2 and so, if several people are in a poorly ventilated room, the level 
of CO2 will gradually increase. As will the viral aerosols that spread disease.

Another important impact of CO2 levels is in cognitive function – how well you can 
think. The following quote is from the National Centre for Biotechnology Information 
in the USA:

“at 1,000 ppm CO2, moderate and statistically significant decrements occurred in 
six of nine scales of decision-making performance. At 2,500 ppm, large and 
statistically significant reductions occurred in seven scales of decision-making 
performance” Source: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3548274/ 

The table below is based on information from https://www.kane.co.uk/knowledge-centre/what-

are-safe-levels-of-co-and-co2-in-rooms and shows the levels at which CO2 can become 
unhealthy. 

Level of CO2 (ppm) Notes

250-400 Normal concentration in ambient air.

400-1000 Concentrations typical of occupied indoor spaces with good
air exchange.

1000-2000 Complaints of drowsiness and poor air.

2000-5000 Headaches, sleepiness and stagnant, stale, stuffy air. Poor
concentration, loss of attention, increased heart rate and 
slight nausea may also be present.

5000 Workplace exposure limit in most countries.

>40000 Exposure may lead to serious oxygen deprivation resulting 
in permanent brain damage, coma, even death.
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GETTING STARTED

Operation

When the CO2 Mini first starts up, it goes through a self-test routine, turning the 
RGB LED red, green and blue in turn. The LED will then blink blue for a few 
seconds while the sensor starts up. 

The readings are likely to be quite erratic for the first 5 minutes that the board is 
powered up - just ignore these readings.

If there is a problem during the self test, the orange LED in the MonkMakes logo will
blink an error message. The number of blinks indicates the problem with the board. 
See the Troubleshooting section for more details.

About Alligator Clips

When using the alligator clips to connect your micro:bit to the CO2 Mini, you have to
be a bit careful how you connect the clips at the micro:bit end. The best way is to 
connect the clips vertically as shown below.

Connecting the alligator clips like this prevents any accidental connections between 
the large connectors with the holes in and the much smaller connectors (gold lines 
in the photo above). 

Remember to make sure that the plastic insulation on the alligator clips is fully 
pushed down – we dont want any clips shorting together.
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Connect the micro:bit to the CO2 Mini

Use the alligator clip leads to connect your micro:bit to the CO2 Mini.

It's a good idea to use the red lead for 3V, black for GND, for the other two leads 
chose whatever colors you like. 

Note that there is no connection between pin 2 of the micro:bit and the CO2 Mini 
board.

Once the CO2 Mini is receiving power from the micro:bit, the RGB LED will light up, 
even without any program running on the micro:bit. If it's green, the CO2 level is 
low, orange is medium and red high.
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EXPERIMENT 1. DISPLAYING CO2 READINGS
MakeCode Link: https://MakeCode.microbit.org/_PkpfzTEkqAvr

This program displays the CO2 reading in parts per million, refreshing every 5 
seconds.

When you click on the code link at the top of the page, the MakeCode system will 
open a preview window that looks like this:

You can preview the program, but you can't change it or, more importantly, put it on 
you micro:bit, until you click on the Edit button indicated. This will open the normal 
MakeCode editor and you can then upload the program onto your micro:bit in the 
normal way.

When the program first starts, you may see readings like -1, 0 or a very high CO2 
level. This is normal. The sensor used by the CO2 Mini takes a few minutes for 
readings to stabilise. If the readings stay stubbornly high, then you can recalibrate 
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you CO2 Mini by following the instructions in the section Calibration on page 22.

Once the readings have stabilised, try breathing on the CO2 Mini to increase the 
CO2 readings. Note that it will take some time for the CO2 readings to increase, 
and even longer for them to fall back down to the room's CO2 level. That's because 
the air that finds it's way into the sensor's chamber will take some time to mix with 
the air from outside the sensor.

The code is pretty simple. The on start block contains the block start CO2 
Mini, that tells the sensor to start taking readings. The other block in the  on 
start block is called altitude. This block must come after start CO2 Mini, 
and if you live somewhere high up (more than 500 meters) then you should change 
the value from 0 to your height in meters, so that the sensor can compensate for the
reduced atmospheric pressure that alters the CO2 measurement.

The every 5000ms block contains code that will be run every 5 seconds. You can 
find this useful every block in the Loops section of the blocks palette. This every 
block contains the show number block that takes the CO2 ppm block as it's 
parameter to be scrolled across the micro:bit's display.

If you have any problems getting this to work, see the Troubleshooting section at 
the end of these instructions.

Python

If you'd rather use Python for these projects, then Python versions of the programs 
are available for download, along with a Python module for the CO2 Mini. To 
download them open your browser on this URL:

https://github.com/monkmakes/co2_mini_micropython_module
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Click on the green Code button and then select Download ZIP. Save the ZIP file 
somewhere convenient, and then extract it. This will create a folder called 
co2_mini_micropython_module-main.

Now open a new browser tab and open the micro:bit Python editor here: 
https://python.microbit.org/ and press the Start Coding button.

Next click on Project in the sidebar and then the Open.. button and navigate to the 
folder you unzipped earlier. Within this folder, navigate into examples and then 
select 01_display_co2_readings.py. 

This will cause a prompt to appear asking if you want to replace main.py with this 
example file. Click on Confirm.

Don't try and run the program yet, because we need to add the module file. To do 
this, click on the Open.. button again and this time select the file co2_mini.py at the 
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root of the folder you downloaded earlier. This time, when the editor prompts you to 
confirm, click on the tiny cog settings icon above the confirm button and then select 
Add file co2_mini.py before clicking the Confirm button.

Now you can click on the Send to micro:bit button to install the program onto your 
micro:bit. 

Every 5 seconds or so, the micro:bit will display the CO2 level.

Here is the Python code:

from microbit import *
from co2_mini import CO2Mini
from time import sleep

co2_mini = CO2Mini()
co2_mini.start() # redirects serial, so no console
co2_mini.set_altitude(0) # in meters 

     # change if you live high up

while True:
    display.scroll(str(co2_mini.co2()))
    sleep(5) # wait this many seconds

The CO2Mini class is imported from the module and a new instance created and 
assigned to the variable co2_mini. The CO2 Mini is started using the start() 
method and, if you live at altitude, you can change 0 to your altitude in meters in the
set_altitude method.

The main loop uses display.scroll to display the CO2 readings fetched from 
the sensor, after converting the reading from a number into a string. Again, breathe 
on the sensor to see the numbers change.

If you want to learn more about how the CO2 Mini class works, have a look at the 
co2_mini.py file – it's not simple, but the plentiful comments should help you to get 
an idea of what's going on. Further details are on page 21.
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EXPERIMENT 2. CO2 METER
MakeCode Link: https://MakeCode.microbit.org/_4b5iCAaDsKgP

This program builds on the first experiment so that, when button A is pressed, the 
temperature in degrees Celsius is displayed and, when button B is pressed the 
relative humidity is displayed as a percentage.

Install this program onto your micro:bit in the same way as you did in experiment 1, 
by using the code link at the top of this page.

Python

The Python version of this program can be found in the examples folder that you 
downloaded for Example 1. The file is called 02_co2_meter.py. Since you already 
have the co2_mini.py module installed from Program 1, you only need to click on  
the Open.. button and navigate to  02_co2_meter.py in examples and Confirm 
replacement of the main.py file when prompted.

Here is the Python version of the code.

from microbit import *
from co2_mini import CO2Mini
from time import sleep, ticks_ms, ticks_diff

co2_mini = CO2Mini()
co2_mini.start() # redirects serial, so no console
co2_mini.set_altitude(0) # in meters change if 

     # you live high up

last_time = 0
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while True:
    now = ticks_ms()
    if ticks_diff(now, last_time) > 5000:
        display.scroll(str(co2_mini.co2()))
        last_time = now
    if button_a.was_pressed():
        display.scroll(str(co2_mini.temp()))
    if button_b.was_pressed():
        display.scroll(str(co2_mini.humidity()))

The micro:bit will scroll out the message every 5 seconds, but the rest of the time, 
it needs to monitor the buttons to detect presses. This means that, unlike 
Experiment 1, we can't just sleep for 5 seconds. Instead we use a variable called 
last_time and two functions from the time module (ticks_ms and 
ticks_diff). The variable now is assigned a value by calling ticks_ms, 
which returns the number of milliseconds since the micro:bit was powered up. This
is compared in an if statement using ticks_diff to determine how many 
milliseconds have passed. When this reaches 5000 (5 seconds) the CO2 reading is 
scrolled on the display and then last_time is set to now so that this code does 
not get called for another 5 seconds.

This means that except when the display is scrolling a reading, the A and B buttons
can be checked to see if they have been pressed, and if they have, the necessary 
messages for temperature and humidity are displayed.
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EXPERIMENT 3. CO2 ALARM
MakeCode Link: https://MakeCode.microbit.org/_CfDCJ4Vipf75

This program displays the CO2 level as a bar graph on the micro:bit's display rather
than as a number. Also, when the CO2 level exceeds a preset value, the display 
shows a warning symbol.

Python

Using the same procedure as Programs 1 and 2, you can find the Python version of
this program in the file 03_co2_alarm.py.

from microbit import *
from co2_mini import CO2Mini

max_co2 = 2000
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co2_mini = CO2Mini()
co2_mini.start() # redirects serial, so no console
co2_mini.set_altitude(0) # in meters change 

     # if you live high up

def bargraph(reading): # 0..max_co2
    a = int(reading / (max_co2 / 5)) # 0..4
    if a > 4:
        a = 4
    display.clear()
    display.set_pixel(2, 4, 9) # turn on middle pixel 

     # of bottom row
    for y in range(0, 5):
        if a > y:
            for x in range(0, 5): # turn row on
                display.set_pixel(x, 4-y, 9)
                
while True:
    co2 = co2_mini.co2()
    bargraph(co2)
    if co2 > max_co2:
        display.show(Image.ANGRY)
        sleep(400)
    sleep(1000)
        

Python for the micro:bit does not have an equivalent to the built-in bar graph 
block of MakeCode. So we have to implement this ourselves as the function 
bargraph.

This function first clears the display and turns on a single pixel in the middle of the 
bottom row (so we can see the micro:bit is working, then scales the CO2 reading 
from a number between 0 and max_co2 to a number of rows to display 
(num_rows). If num_rows is greater than the current row number, then the inner for
loop turns on all the LEDs on that row.

An if statement in the main loop checks to see if the threshold is exceeded and, if 
it is, displays the angry face icon.

Try blowing on the sensor to see if you can change the display.
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EXPERIMENT 4. DATA LOGGING TO A FILE
MakeCode Link: https://MakeCode.microbit.org/_5svhx86ue0Ky

This experiment will only work on a micro:bit version 2 and there is no Python 
version for this project.

To use the program, press button A to start data logging – you will see a heart icon 
to show that all is well. Sampling is set to 60000 milliseconds (1 minute) – ideal for 
running the experiment overnight. But if you want to speed things up, change this 
value in the every block. Reducing the sampling time will mean that more data is 
collected and you will run out of memory sooner.

When you want to finish logging, press button A again. You can delete all the data 
by pressing buttons A and B at the same time.

If the micro:bit runs out of flash memory in which to store the data, it will stop 
logging and show the 'skull' icon.

The data is written into a file called MY_DATA.HTM. If you go to the MICROBIT 
drive on your file system, you will see this file. The file is actually more than just the 
data, it also contains mechanisms for viewing the data. If you double-click on  
MY_DATA.HTM, it will open in your browser and look something like this:
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If you click on the Visual preview button, a simple plot of the data will be displayed.
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EXPERIMENT 5. DATA LOGGING OVER USB
MakeCode Link: https://MakeCode.microbit.org/_C3w0vJhY6cMc

This project only works on micro:bit version 2 and using the Google Chrome 
browser. Even so, you may find that the web USB feature of Chrome does not work 
reliably with the CO2 Mini. 

Instead of logging data to a file, like we did in Experiment 5, you will be logging data
to your computer in real-time over the USB connection.

Once the program is uploaded, using a paired micro:bit, click on the Show data 
Device button and you will see something like this.
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Having captured the data, you can then click on the blue download icon to save it 
as a CSV file that can be imported into a spreadsheet, where you can plot charts.

Because the three readings are actually logged at slightly different times, there will 
be a separate time column, in the CSV file, for each reading type. When creating a 
chart, just pick one of the time columns for the x-axis – it doesn't matter which.
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MAKECODE EXTENSION
The CO2 Mini uses a MakeCode extension to provide a set of blocks for the CO2 
Mini. The previous example programs already have the extension installed but, if 
you are starting a new project, you will need to install the extension.

To do this:

* Go to the MakeCode for micro:bit website here: https://MakeCode.microbit.org/

* Click on + New Project to create a new MakeCode project – give it whatever 
name you like

* Click on the + Extension and in the Search area paste the following web address:
https://github.com/monkmakes/co2_mini_MakeCode_extension

This should bring up a single search result.

* Click on the CO2 Mini extension and it will be
installed. 

* Click on ← Go Back and you will find that
some new blocks have been added to your list
of blocks under the category CO2 Mini.
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Blocks Description

Block Description

This block is usually placed in your on start block and it redirects
the micro:bit's serial port to talk to the CO2 Mini.

This block returns the CO2 concentration detected by the sensor
in ppm (parts per million). Fresh air is usually about 400ppm. 
This sensor can measure concentrations as high as 5000ppm.

This block returns the temperature in degrees Celsius.

This block returns the relative humidity as a percentage.

If this block is used the CO2 Mini's built-in LED will display an 
indication of the CO2 level by changing color: Green if under 
1000ppm, Orange if under 3000ppm, and Red if over 3000ppm.

This block turns off the CO2 Mini's RGB LED.

Advanced Blocks

The NDIR (nondispersive infrared) sensor used in the CO2 Mini 
will give inaccurate results if you live at any significant altitude 
(more than a few hundred metres). For more accurate results 
use this block in your on start block. The default altitude is 
0m.

When this block is invoked, the CO2 sensor recalibrates itself 
assuming that the CO2 level it is currently detecting is 400ppm.

This block will remove any altitude or manual calibration 
settings, to return the sensor to it's original condition.
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PYTHON MODULE
The Python module for the CO2 Mini can be found here: 
https://github.com/monkmakes/co2_mini_micropython_module

It comprises a class called CO2Mini that has the following methods, that 
correspond   to the blocks in the MakeCode extension.

Method Description

start() This method redirects the micro:bit's serial port to talk to
the CO2 Mini.

co2() This method returns the CO2 concentration detected by 
the sensor in ppm (parts per million). Fresh air is about 
400ppm. This sensor can measure concentrations as 
high as 5000ppm.

temp() This block returns the temperature in degrees Celsius.

humidity() This block returns the relative humidity as a percentage.

led_on() If this block is used the CO2 Mini's built-in LED will 
display an indication of the CO2 level by changing color.
Green if under 1000ppm, Orange if under 3000ppm and 
Red if over 3000ppm.

led_off() This block turns off the CO2 Mini's RGB LED.

set_altitude(m) The NDIR (nondispersive infrared) sensor used in the 
CO2 Mini will give inaccurate results if you live at any 
significant altitude (more than a few hundred meters). 
For more accurate results use this function in your on 
start block. The default altitude is 0m.

calibrate400() When this block is invoked, the CO2 sensor recalibrates
itself assuming that the CO2 level it is currently 
detecting is 400ppm.

factory_reset() This block will remove any altitude or manual calibration 
settings, to return the sensor to it's original condition.

firmware_version() Returns the CO2 Mini's firmware version.
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CALIBRATION
Given 5 or 10 minutes to settle, the CO2 Mini should produce reasonably accurate 
CO2 readings without calibration. However, when you need the most accurate 
results, the CO2 Mini should be calibrated. Also, as time goes on, its readings will 
drift away from the true CO2 level. If your CO2 Mini starts reporting readings of 0 
(or well below the atmospheric average of about 400) for CO2, then it probably 
needs recalibrating.

To do this:

1. Choose a room where you can leave a window open for a while.

2. Load this MakeCode program onto your micro:bit connected to the CO2 
Mini. https://MakeCode.microbit.org/_8i38w9AyvXM8 This will repeatedly 
scroll the CO2 level across this micro:bit's display.

3. Take a look at the readings for a little while, to make sure everything is 
working.

4. Open the window and leave the room so that the CO2 level can fall to that 
of the air outside. I would leave the room empty for at least 10 minutes.

5. While trying not to breathe on the CO2 Mini, press button A on the 
micro:bit. This will calibrate it to 400ppm. 

6. Watch the readings, and after half a minute or so, the readings should start
to be showing something close to 400.

7. Sometimes, the readings appear to stick at 0. If this happens Press button 
A again and wait for the readings to come back to near 400.

The MakeCode extension block, that
causes the calibration to take place, is
in the … more section of the CO2 Mini
extension. You could use it like this:

Note that if left powered up and running
for over 44 hours, the CO2 Mini will
auto-calibrate, by assuming that the
lowest reading in that 44 hour period is
400ppm. This is a reasonable
assumption, as the CO2 level will
naturally fall to about 400ppm in an unoccupied room overnight. 

Factory Reset.

The calibration program above will also perform a factory reset of the sensor to its 
original condition if button B is pressed.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem: The amber power LED on the CO2 Mini for micro:bit is not lit.

Solution: Make sure that your micro:bit itself is receiving power and that the GND 
and 3V connections of the micro:bit are connected to the GND and 3V connectors 
of the CO2 Mini.

Problem: When a program is running, the orange LED in the MonkMakes logo of 
the CO2 Mini blinks repeatedly.

Solution: This indicates an error with the board and the number flashes indicates 
the error. Try disconnecting and reconnecting the GND and 3V leads to your 
micro:bit but, if the problem persists, make a note of the number of LED blinks in 
each cycle and contact support@monkmakes.com

Problem: The amber power LED on the CO2 Mini for micro:bit is lit, but my 
program is only seeing CO2, temperature and humidity readings that are all -1.

Solution: This indicates that your micro:bit is not communicating with the CO2 Mini.
There can be several reasons for this.
* The wiring may be misconnected. Take all the alligator clip leads off and reattach 
them.
* There may be a faulty alligator lead. Try swapping each lead out in turn for a 
spare.
* You may have forgotten to put the start CO2 Mini block in the on start block of 
your program.

Problem: Sometimes the readings freeze and communication seems unreliable.

Solution: Try and use short alligator leads like the ones supplied in the kit, and 
keep them away from potential sources of electrical interference such as power 
leads or leads to electric motors.

Problem: When I first run my program, the CO2 readings seem wrong, sometimes 
0 or a very high number.

Solution: This is normal. The sensor takes some time to settle. Disregard any 
readings for the first 5 minutes after the sensor starts up. Also, see the section 
Calibration on page 14.
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Problem: I'm using Python but I can't use the Python Shell.

Solution: The CO2 Mini uses the micro:bit's serial interface, making the Python 
shell unavailable. 
If you are trying to use trace to debug your program, you can scroll messages onto 
the micro:bit screen using display.scroll('my message').

Problem: I'm using Python and the CO2 Mini RGB LED has gone off and no 
readings are coming back, but the Orange power LED in the MonkMakes logo is lit.

Solution: A side-effect of sharing the serial link between USB and the CO2 Mini, is 
that if an error occurs in your code, the error message will be sent to CO2 Mini, 
causing unexpected problems. For example, if the error message contains the letter
'l' the LED will be turned off. Worse, if it contains a 'k' the CO2 Mini will be 
recalibrated.

The solution is to fix the problem in your code and then disconnect the GND lead to 
the CO2 Mini to cycle the power to it. You may also need to perform a factory reset 
of the CO2 Mini (see page 22).
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LEARNING

micro:bit Programming

If you want to learn more about programming the micro:bit in MicroPython, then you
should consider buying Simon Monk's book 'Programming micro:bit: Getting Started
with MicroPython', which is available from all major book sellers.

For some interesting project ideas, you might also like micro:bit for the Mad 
Scientist from NoStarch Press.

You can find out more about books by Simon Monk (the designer of this kit) at: 
https://simonmonk.org or follow him on X where he is @simonmonk2
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MONKMAKES
For more information on this kit, the product's home page is here: 
https://monkmakes.com/co2_mini

As well as this kit, MonkMakes makes all sorts of kits and gadgets to help with your 
maker projects. Find out more, as well as where to buy here: 
https://monkmakes.com you can also follow MonkMakes on X @monkmakes.

From left to right: Solar Experimenters Kit for micro:bit, Power for micro:bit (AC 
adapter not included), Electronics Kit 2 for micro:bit and 7 Segment for micro:bit.
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